Dissolved oxygen/free ammonia (DO/FA) ratio manipulation to gain distinct proportions of nitrogen species in effluent of entrapped-cell-based reactors.
Oxygen-limiting and/or free ammonia (FA)-accumulating conditions are two common operating strategies for partial nitrification in wastewater. Controlling either bulk dissolved oxygen (DO) or free ammonia (FA) concentration to maintain partial nitrification can be challenging due to the strong interdependency between these two parameters as substrates for ammonia oxidation. In this study, DO/FA ratio is proposed as a controlling parameter for partial nitrification by entrapped-cell-based reactors. At DO/FA >1.5, both ammonia and nitrite oxidation proceeded without inhibition leading to complete oxidation of ammonia to nitrate. An effluent containing nitrate as the main nitrogen species can be produced at these ratios. At a DO/FA ratio range of 0.2-1.5, ammonia oxidation proceeded without efficiency deterioration, while nitrite oxidation decreased with decreasing DO/FA ratio. At the ratios of 0.2-0.6, an effluent containing mainly nitrite can be generated. At DO/FA <0.2, both ammonia oxidation and nitrite oxidation were inhibited and the effluent with nearly equal molar of ammonia and nitrite was obtained. By controlling DO/FA ratio, effluents with different proportions of nitrogen species can be produced allowing the entrapped-cell-based system to be adaptable as an initial reactor for various nitrogen removal approaches.